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A lot of things happened this in the last weeks

Peer review
Bob Siegerink, PhD
CTTM 6.2.17

Wikipedia.com, ,nytimes.com, thehill.com

Cute… but it’s wrong!
• Is there another science then evidence
based science (pleonasm)?
• Although not part of the scientific method,
peer review is a critical part of the scientific
enterprise
• So asking for science after peer review
opens up an opportunity that people might
disagree with “evidence based science” and
therefore it is not going to happen…
https://nl.pinterest.com/explore/peer-review/

https://nl.pinterest.com/explore/peer-review/

• Redpenblackpen.com
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A 200 year old tradition?

What is peer review? And what is it not?
What is the goal of peer review?

http://www.wnypapers.com/news/article/featured/2013/08/06/112066/americas-got-talent-judges-defend-reality-tv-competitions
http://www.chronicle.com/article/The-Changing-Landscape-of-Peer/239111

What is peer review? And what is it not?
Invitation to scrutinize all elements of research; basically a polite conversation on the merit of the work
All elements?
- RQ
- Writing
- Data collection
- Analyses
- Presentation
- Conclusions

stupid-patent-month-elsevier-patents-online-peer-review

https://www.eff.org/deeplinks/2016/08/

Not Feedback.
Not a seal of approval or quality. (quality filter yes, but no filter is perfect!)
Not a re-analysis of all data.
Not checking for typo’s (English?).
Not a panacea for fraud, or any form of QRP. It does help though!
Not something you get a lot of credit for.
Not something you should take lightly.
Not something you learn during studies regularly.
Not something you get paid for.

Let’s take a look

Open vs closed peer review – who can you identify?

• Bob as author

• There are some key players, depending on the journal

• Bob as reviewer: https://mc.manuscriptcentral.com/jth

•
•
•
•
•

Editor in chief
Editorial board
Handling editor
Statistical/methodological editors
Authors
• Submitting
• Corresponding

• Reviewers
• Invited reviewers (preferred vs non preferred)
• Statistical consultants
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Traditional closed peer review

Open peer review: Openscience.com
(predator publisher with open peer review)

http://oprscience.com/department/current-updates-inophthalmology/

• http://www.evernote.com/l/AAN_lNB_dEREeoTwiAqeuj6v2gAlWOfErPA/

Open peer review: BMJ.com

Pros and cons
- Beneficial or harmful to career?
- “Being scooped” is made more difficult?
- Allowed to make mistakes?
- Reduces self referencing by reviewers?

- What happens after rejection?

http://www.bmj.com/content/356/bmj.j356/peer-review

Prepublication peer review
Traditionally, peer review process is part getting somewhere accepted for
publication.
“Desk rejection”
based on topic vs journal scope
“peer review-Reject ” based on topic, doubts on quality of research/ethics
“Major revision”
extra analyses/experiments needed to get full picture, ~80 accept
“Minor revision”
Typo’s, wording, change a table lay out etc.
“Accept”
Accepted
What happens when rejected after peer review? Efforts get lost

Post publication peer review
Web platforms with version control
allow post peer review
Some platform are more like
comments sections to a blog
(pubmedcommons)
Is sold as a new concept, but perhaps
can be compared to “letter to the
editor”, but less extreme and for all

https://f1000research.com/articles/5-1564/v1
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Pros and cons
open

• Pre pub
• Ensures review
• Allows “rejection”
• Delays sharing of information

closed

Pre pub

• Post
•
•
•
•

Buddies or enemies?
Research shared before review?
Speeds up publication process
Publication of “me-to’ and ‘not needed’ research

Post pub

Getting recognition: resume
open

closed

Pre pub

great

ok

Post pub

ok

Sad!

Getting recognition: Publon

Some questions for young researchers to ask
themselves:
• Am I ready to peer review?
• Should I spend your time on peer review?
• How do I peer review?
• Always be honest to editor and authors: if you think or know that you
do not know, say so.
• Find somebody that will teach you (e.g. PI); learn under his/her
umbrella

Mind the “grey area” of copyright

https://publons.com/author/18469/ged-ridgway#profile
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Some questions for young researchers to ask
themselves:

conclusions
• Peer review is an essential part of academic discourse that invites
criticism of your work.
• Novel approaches are (being) developed, but their adherence to the
ultimate goal varies.

• Am I ready to peer review?
• Should I spend your time on peer review?
• How do I peer review?
• Always be honest to editor and authors: if you think or know that you
do not know, say so.
• Find somebody that will teach you (e.g. PI); learn under his/her
umbrella

Essay assignment
• See hand-outs

LUNCH!

Example of a proposition for the essay
assignment
A course in which critical thinking about the scientific enterprise is put
central should / should not be mandatory for all science students.

814 words
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Example of a proposition for the essay
assignment
A course in which critical thinking about the scientific enterprise is put
central should / should not be mandatory for all science students.

A course in which critical thinking about the
scientific enterprise is put central should / should
not be mandatory for all science students.
• Example of a student screwing up
• Current status of changes in scientific enterprise
• Need for critical thinking skills
• Learning on the job is not sufficient
• Given an example of how such a course could look like
• Define what it is not
• Mandatory? Perhaps not for medical students? But science yes.
• Conclusion, circle back to example, long way to go, put things are put
in motion

Use rubrics for self assessment

Blog posts
• Have students look at models of good versus "not-so-good" work.
• List the criteria to be used in the scoring rubric and allow for
discussion of what counts as quality work.
• Articulate gradations of quality. These hierarchical categories should
concisely describe the levels of quality (ranging from bad to good) or
development (ranging from beginning to mastery).
• Ask for self and peer-assessment.
• Use teacher assessment, which means using the same scoring rubric
the students used to assess their work.
Adapted from Wikipedia.com and teaching material

BLOG POST EVALUATIONS
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Average grades (> 5 to pass)

Peer review/ grading of essay

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

• For peer review and grading, one needs to know how the process will
work.

TOPIC 1:
TOPIC 2:
TOPIC 3:
TOPIC 4:
TOPIC 5:
TOPIC 6:
TOPIC 7:
TOPIC 8:
TOPIC 9:
Topic 10:

7.7
8.7
9.1
7.7
8.8
8.2
8.4
8.3
9.6
8.4

Only 4 x a 5, no pattern in student or topic

• Rubrics can help: “a scoring guide used to evaluate the quality of
students' constructed responses”

Popham, James (October 1997). "What's Wrong - and What's Right - with Rubrics". Educational
Leadership. 55 (2): 72–75. via wikipedia

Which items?
• Focus, content, organization, style, argumentation/critical thinking ->
standard list
But I am not happy with that list. Ideas?

1
2
below
Basic
expectations

3
proficient
sufficient

4
good

5
outstanding

item 1
Gvsu.edu

2
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Make a rubric
• We will define 5 items that are part of the rubric
• We split up in 5*8 group (1-8, 9-16, 17-23, 24-31, 32-40)
• These come up with a proposition for the 5 levels of the item

• They are send to me via bob.siegerink@charite.de when done
• Complete rubric will be shown and discussed.
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